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Abstract: A system for technology evaluation is essential for successfully implementing a
technology-based financial support system. Technology evaluation has generally relied on the
qualitative evaluation performed by the relevant experts. When evaluating the technologies that a
certain target firm possesses, the previous evaluation results for other firms that are similar to the
target firm are used together for the purpose of improving the efficiency of the qualitative evaluation.
To do this, technology evaluation institutes including, KOTEC, have presented a way to create a
peer group and generate reference information in order to provide a clear guidance to the evaluators.
However, the current approaches have limitations in that they cannot explore the detailed features
of the individual firms. Therefore, this study proposes a systematic approach to generate reference
information that facilitates efficient technology evaluation. We first create a peer group by collecting
the relevant firms that have similarities with a certain target firm, and then measure the internal and
external similarities between the target firm and all of the firms included in the peer group. We define
the average value of similarities according to each evaluation rating as density, and finally generate
the distribution and the descriptive statistics for the density as reference information. We expect
that this study can contribute to improving the efficiency of qualitative evaluation work by provide
practical reference information. Furthermore, the reliability of the technology evaluation will also be
improved by reducing the difference in the evaluation results due to the individual differences of
the evaluator.

Keywords: technology evaluation; reference information; peer group; firm similarity

1. Introduction

As the transition to the knowledge-based economy accelerates, intangible assets represented
by technology, knowledge, and information are recognized as key sources for creating sustainable
competitive advantages for the firms [1–4]. Obviously, in the knowledge-based economy, knowledge
rather than traditional production factors plays a key role in sustaining the competitive advantages [5].
Capabilities that allow firms to identify, access, and leverage new knowledge can ensure that the
competencies that are needed for firms’ innovation are secured [6]. To achieve these capabilities,
it is important to select and adopt the knowledge management systems that align well with the
knowledge, along with a knowledge strategy to clearly manage firms’ knowledge [7]. However, even if
these strategies and systems are well-established, they cannot guarantee sustainable competitive
advantages unless they are closely associated with the corporate-wide efforts. Only by attempting
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to align the knowledge strategy with the corporate strategy to comprehensively manage the implicit
and explicit knowledge does it become possible to secure the competitive advantages [8]. Therefore,
the creation of a virtuous cycle system to create, manage, and utilize these intangible assets, including
knowledge, is an essential element for raising corporate competitiveness based on technological
innovation capabilities [9,10]. For the successful establishment of this system, various activities are
required. Among them, technology finance for allocating financial resources to innovation activities
that occur throughout the entire period of technological innovation is considered the most important
requirement [11–13]. Technology financing refers to a system that provides financial support based
on a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the innovation and technology commercialization
capabilities of individual firms [13,14]. It helps firms overcome the lack of financial resources that
arise from the banks’ prevalent collateral-based lending practices [13]. In order to facilitate innovative
businesses to turn technological inventions into commercial innovations, it is essential to ensure that
financial support is processed in a timely manner. If the support is not processed on time, firms
that need funds will be forced to fall into the valley of death [15,16]. Technology financing can serve
as a bridge across the valley of death. Therefore, a technology-based financial support system is
indispensable for firms to make practical achievements in the marketplace based on technological
achievements. Moreover, it also contributes to the enhancement of national innovative capabilities
by fostering innovation. Under this recognition, governments as well as private sectors are taking
a key role in financing the technology-based businesses [16]. However, there is a high information
asymmetry between the fund providers and the firms needing the funds [17–19], and there is a
high uncertainty and risk of whether the technologies that the firms possess can produce influential
outcomes in the actual market [20,21]. These make it difficult to make a clear evaluation of technology,
thereby impeding the successful implementation of the technology-based financial support system.
Therefore, in order to create a stable technology finance ecosystem, activities that efficiently support
technology evaluation are essential.

Technology evaluation, which is the most fundamental basis for implementing technology finance,
is usually carried out by a combination of quantitative evaluation based on the quantified data and
qualitative evaluation performed by the relevant experts [22–26]. It also encompasses not only the
evaluation of the technology itself, but also the evaluation of the firm that is the subject of the
commercialization of the technology, since the technology-based organizational capabilities also have a
huge impact on determining the value of technology [22,27,28]. The quantitative evaluation generally
facilitates the qualitative evaluation. However, the qualitative evaluation based on the evaluator’s
manual work generally tends to cause a difference in the evaluation results due to the individual
differences of the evaluators. This means that there can be very different outcomes depending on
who performs the evaluation for the same technology, which naturally causes the reliability of the
evaluation results to be low. Therefore, it is important to ensure that these individual differences do
not produce different evaluation results. To do this, this study aims to generate reference information
that can be used together when processing a new evaluation for a target firm by utilizing the previous
evaluation results for other firms that are similar to the target firm. The reference information is for the
purpose of improving the efficiency and reliability of the qualitative evaluation. The currently used
method for generating such reference information is to consider the commonality in terms of industrial
and technological classifications. Firms classified in the same industry or technology categories as the
target firm have been generally defined as similar firms, and their previous evaluation results have
been used as the reference information. However, the currently used method has limitations in that it
cannot explore the detailed features of the individual firms. Even if firms belong to the same industry
or technology sector, their features are naturally very different. These differences make the previous
evaluation results of similar firms very poorly usable as reference information for new evaluations.
Therefore, this study proposes a systematic approach to generate reference information to facilitate
efficient technology evaluation. To do this, it is necessary to define a way to find firms that have
similarities with the target firm by exploring the level of similarity between them.
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The similarity between firms has been defined in terms of structures such as market structure,
organizational structure, resource structure, cost structure, and research and development (R&D)
investment structure [29–32]. So, in this study, we also derive relevant firms with structural similarity
to the target firm, define them as a peer group, and present their previous evaluation results as reference
information. The firm structure can be divided into internal and external structures. The internal
structure can be represented as firm size based on financial data, including sales, total number of
employees, and total assets [33], and the external structure can be illustrated by interactions between
firms through sales and purchases [34]. Therefore, this study also defines the firm structure from the
internal and external perspectives, and creates a peer group by measuring the similarity in terms
of the structures. To quantify the firm size that represents the structure of the internal perspective,
we utilize the firm type as divided into individuals and corporations, the number of employees, gross
sales, and total capital. The firm type clearly indicates the difference in the characteristics of firms’
business activities, and the number of employees, gross sales, and total capital used in the definition of
small and medium enterprises are widely recognized as representative input and output indicators
in analyzing the efficiency of business activities [35,36]. To quantify the degree of interactions that
represent the structure of the external perspective, we utilize the business trade relations, including
sales and purchases. Corporate business relations are defined as collaborative activities that create
a sustainable competitive advantage based on an effort to build a special relationship with other
firms [36,37]. Therefore, the degree of interactions based on these collaborations can also be used as a
clear indication of the firm structure from an external perspective.

In this study, we create a peer group by deriving relevant firms with internal and external
structural similarity with the target firm using the firm size and the trade relations. To measure the
internal structural similarity, we calculate the vector similarity between the size data of the relevant
firms and that of the target firm. To measure the external structural similarity, we represent sales
and purchase relationships as sales and purchases vectors, respectively, and calculate the similarity
between the vectors of the relevant firms and those of the target firm. The internal and external
similarities are averaged to produce the comprehensive structural similarity, and finally, relevant
firms with these structural similarities are grouped into a peer group. To enhance the meaning of
reference information for technology evaluation, it is required to quantify the previous evaluation
results of the firms belonging to the peer group. A commonly used method to do this is to calculate the
weighted average of the similarities. However, it tends to generate only a small amount of evaluation
ratings information, because most of the previous evaluation results, which are the basis for the
generation of reference information, are limited to a narrow range of evaluation ratings. To remedy
this problem, we define the average value of similarities according to each evaluation rating as density,
and then generate the distribution and the descriptive statistics for the density as reference information.
To show the applicability of the presented approach, we explore how well the generated reference
information explains the original evaluation results, and compare it to that of the current approaches,
which create a peer group using industry and technology categories. We expect that this study can
contribute to improving the efficiency of qualitative technology evaluation work by providing practical
reference information. Furthermore, the reliability of the technology evaluation will also be improved
by reducing the difference in the qualitative evaluation results due to the individual differences among
the evaluators.

The purpose of this study is to propose a systematic approach to generate reference information
based on the firm similarity to help the technology evaluation work be done more efficiently.
Therefore, a literature survey will be conducted from two perspectives to properly build the
theoretical background. In the first perspective, since the research domain is technology evaluation,
we start by examining its definition and meaning. Then, the major trends of previous studies on
technology evaluation are briefly summarized in terms of evaluation targets and methods. Obviously,
many government facilities, private firms, and individual researchers have developed qualitative and
quantitative systems and models for technology evaluation. Therefore, we go through an overview of
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these previous systems and models, and complete an overall review of technology evaluation. Finally,
we describe what reference information means and what role it plays in technology evaluation based
on the existing evaluation model. In the second perspective, we are trying to utilize the firm similarity,
so we list what factors or indicators have been previously used by other researchers to actually measure
the similarity between firms. Since we design indicators based on these previous ones, this review will
be the basis for ensuring the practical justification for the proposed indicators.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Reference Information for Technology Evaluation

To make decisions about R&D investment, it is necessary to review the expected results of R&D.
This review includes the process of exploring the potential impacts of technological innovations [38],
which is often called technology assessment. Technology assessment indicates a systematic attempt
to analyze the consequences of introducing a specific technology that the R&D generates in all of the
areas in which it may interact [39,40]. It investigates the effects on the society that can occur when
introducing new technology [41]. Therefore, technology assessment is associated with extremely broad
fields, including the diffusion of technology and the role of technology and society [42]. The goal
of technology assessment can be thought of as providing policymakers with relevant information
on policy alternatives. To effectively support strategic technology planning and management, it is
necessary to assess the value of a patent portfolio, which has been thought as a straightforward proxy
for capturing the rapidly evolving technological advancement [43,44]. The value assessment of patent
portfolios is basically performed in the form of synthesizing the technologic–bibliometric information
and the economic–strategic judgments [45]. It allows discussions regarding the assessment of strategic
and technologic importance alongside market value and financial performance [45]. In general,
the technology assessment includes the part that looks at the validity of the technology and the part
that judges the economic value, where the former refers to evaluation and the latter refers to valuation.
This study focuses on evaluating the validity and feasibility of technologies in terms of technology,
business, and rights. It means that this study’s domain is a technology evaluation, which is much
narrower than a technology assessment.

Previous studies related to technology evaluation have been discussed mainly in terms of
evaluation targets and evaluation methods [22]. The former points out that not only the technology
itself, but also the firm that utilizes the technology, has a very important meaning as an evaluation
target [46]. The latter indicates that methods for technology evaluation are broadly categorized as
quantitative and qualitative, and that their combined use can be useful for improving the reliability
and efficiency of the evaluation [23,24]. The National Technology Transfer Center (NTTC) is a United
States (US) technology assessment and transfer facility that operates programs to help federally
generated technological developments be transferred to the private industry [47]. The NTTC had
proposed the NTTC Technology Opportunity Potential (TOP) index as a technology assessment
model, which consists of 10 qualitative technical evaluation factors, including technical merit,
competitive environment, proprietary position, market attractiveness, manufacturability, regulatory
issues, technical hurdles, time to market, organizational needs, and return on investment [48,49].
Japan’s Center of Technology Assessment (CTA) evaluates technology assets in relation to three factors,
including the level of technology innovation, feasibility of technology, and marketability [50]. CTA
also conducts evaluations, similar to NTTC, that focus on the commercialization of technologies
based on qualitative assessment. The technology evaluation conducted by government facilities
generally covers the consultation for specific commercialization planning and strategy, and therefore,
the approaches are mostly based on the qualitative evaluation. In addition, individual researchers have
proposed numerous methodologies to develop quantitative technology evaluation approaches [22].
These previous studies have attempted to measure technological characteristics using various
quantifiable parameters and indicators, including developing real options-based mathematical models
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for technology valuation [51,52], suggesting priority determination models using multi-criteria
decision-making analyses such as analytical hierarchy process [53–56], and establishing scoring models
using a logistic model [57].

Based on these previous discussions, this study attempts to generate quantitative reference
information about firms that are the subject of technology utilization and commercialization to facilitate
the qualitative evaluation of their technology. Reference information has been utilized for various
purposes in various forms, including design process and analysis structure [58]. For example, reference
methods for prospective analyses of technology have been defined for the purpose of supporting
future-oriented analyses of technologies [59]. These will allow researchers to access practically verified
patterns that will be helpful in their research. As such, reference information can serve as a useful tool
for a variety of research activities. Therefore, in this study, it can be seen that reference information can
contribute to improving the efficiency of the manual evaluation work, in that it provides the evaluator
who is performing the qualitative evaluation with useful information that can be referenced in the
evaluation work. In addition, the reliability of the technology evaluation can be improved by reducing
the variance of the qualitative evaluation results that can be caused by the individual differences of the
evaluators [13].

The most representative technology evaluation model is the Kibo Technology Rating System
(KTRS) developed by the Korea Technology Finance Corporation (KOTEC), which is a technology-based
credit guarantee institution [60]. KTRS, which aims to assess the potential future value of technology,
explores both aspects of business risk and financial risk. Among them, in the aspect of business risk,
the evaluation of firms are conducted, and in this evaluation process, defining the peer group and
generating the reference information becomes an important part [57,61,62]. However, currently, the peer
groups are defined by simply grouping firms belonging to the same industry or technology areas.
It has limitations in that it does not explore the detailed characteristics of the individual firms that
were pointed out in the first of the major issues of technology evaluation, namely, the evaluation target.
Therefore, in this study, we present a method to define the peer group from the viewpoint of internal
and external structures so as to reflect the detailed characteristics of individual firms.

2.2. Structural Similarities between Firms

Firm similarity has generally been regarded as the similarity of activities that firms intend to
implement [63]. Previous studies often argue that the structural similarity between firms tends
to lead them to determine the intensity of competition or cooperation [29,30,64,65]. Similar firms
can closely recognize the interdependences and predict the moves of rivals easily and accurately,
which makes them generate a similar competitive strategy [29]. Firms with such similar strategies
would also likely have the underlying resource endowments, which would lead these firms to face
aggressive competition [31]. Moreover, firms are more likely to work with similar partners, because
cognitive interaction processes can be improved and miscommunication would be less likely to
occur [66]. To derive empirical evidence for these arguments, previous studies have suggested a
number of methods to define and measure the structural similarity between firms from various
perspectives. This structural similarity can be naturally divided into internal and external similarities.
The internal structure explores the similarity of a firm’s internal activities, and is defined primarily
around inputs including R&D expenditure, the number of employees, cost, and business capabilities
and outputs including sales, assets, revenue, and the output share of products for those activities.
The external structure examines the similarity of external interactions between firms, and is generally
defined using the outputs of interfirm exchange activities, including resources, market shares,
and customers (accounts).

Table 1 summarizes the various criteria that have been used in previous studies to measure the
firm similarity regarding internal and external structures. They have mainly focused on exploring
the impact of firm similarity on differences in the degree of competition between firms, or in creating
synergistic effects of collaboration. Although there has been no previous academic study that directly
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uses the concept of firm similarity for the purpose of technology evaluation, it has been practically
utilized by measuring the firm similarity to create a peer group and generate reference information.
However, the currently used method has limitations in that it cannot explore the detailed features of
the individual firms. In this study, we try to propose indicators for measuring the firm similarity so
that we can overcome these limitations and create a more precise peer group. The design of these
indicators is intended to reflect the viewpoint of the internal and external structures that have been
utilized by many researchers for various purposes, as summarized in Table 1. Among the factors
used in the previous studies related to the firm similarity measurement, we select the variables
that can be clearly quantified to measure the similarity in both structures. Moreover, a variety of
studies investigating the measurement of technological similarity for the purpose of technological
planning and analysis have also been conducted by using multiple indicators. Among them, one study
specifically divides the technological similarity into two forms of categorical similarity and semantic
similarity, and uses the cosine measure and the tree-based similarity measure, respectively [67]. It has
the advantage that the similarity can be precisely measured by reflecting the specific properties of the
technology together with the viewpoint of the category to which the technology belongs. In particular,
among the various similarity measurement indices, the cosine measure is known to be appropriate for
the visualization of the vector space, since this measure is defined in geometrical terms [68]. Since this
study also attempts to measure the vector similarity, the cosine measure can be seen as a very useful
tool. However, the cosine measure is generally confined to the range from −1 to 1, which is not
appropriate to use in this study as a weight value. Of course, considering more intangible aspects
such as corporate culture and corporate foresight maturity will be very meaningful to fully reflect
the individual firms’ characteristics. The corporate foresight maturity assessment model aims to
measure the foresightedness of an organization based on a serial process of perceiving, prospecting,
and probing [69,70]. However, lots of qualitative evaluation activities must be incorporated in order
to reflect these aspects. The purpose of this study is to develop a quantitative reference information
generation method, so we intend to use indicators that are much more simple and quantifiable directly
and unambiguously.

Table 1. Variables used to measure the firm similarity in previous studies. R&D: research and development.

Research Purpose Factors Used to Measure the Firm Similarity References

Exploring the competition between firms with
structural similarity Internal structure—R&D, advertising, cost structures [29]

Presenting a framework of competitor analysis
considering resource similarity and
market commonality

Internal structure—Industrial classification, products
External structure—Resources, customers (accounts) [30]

Investigating the effects of strategic similarity
on interfirm rivalry

Internal structure—The number of times service performed
External structure—Market share, market density [65]

Exploring the impact of the degree of firm
similarity on interfirm collaboration

Internal structure—Sales, organizational structure and
process, business scopeExternal
structure—Customers (accounts)

[66,71,72]

Investigating the effect of similarity between
firms‘ capabilities in invention and
commercialization on timing of market entry

Internal structure—The number of employees, R&D
expenditure, return on assets, the number of
product categories

[73]

Examining the performance of technology
innovation after technology-sourcing
cross-border Mergers and Acquisitions (M&As)
from the perspective of resource similarity
and complementarity

Internal structure—Industrial classification [74]

Investigating the effect of firm similarity on
multi-dimensional competitions in the
petroleum industry

Internal structure—Output share of products
External structure—Output share of business segments
and region

[75]

Measuring the potential M&A synergies based
on text-based analysis of business similarity Internal structure—Products [76]
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3. Methods

This section briefly describes the data and methods used in this study and the expected final
deliverables of the proposed approach, as shown in Figure 1. A more detailed explanation of the
approach itself will be covered in the next section. First, we gather financial data and sales and
purchases data that can represent the firm size and business trade relations of the firms that have
already been evaluated, respectively. The firms’ previous evaluation results are also gathered, since the
reference information is basically generated by using the previous results. We then use filtering
methods to collect the firms that are relevant to the target firm that is the subject of a new evaluation.
Second, we measure the similarity between the target firm and the relevant firms using the gathered
data. Since this measurement is based on calculating the vector similarity, the data is transformed into
a vector form. To calculate the similarity between the vectors, we use the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity
index-based methods. Finally, we generate reference information using the concept of density. The final
outputs include the density distribution, the descriptive statistics for the density, and the box plot
using the density data. The final outputs as reference information in the graphical and summarized
statistical form can allow the evaluators to view various information related to the previous evaluation
results of the relevant firms.
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4. Approach to Generating Reference Information for Technology Evaluation

There is already a way to define a peer group by collecting firms with similarities to a target firm
and generating reference information from them, since the reference information is widely utilized to
improve the efficiency and reliability of the qualitative technology evaluation. However, the previous
method has limitations: it considers only the commonality in terms of industrial and technological
classifications. It cannot explore the detailed features of the individual firms. This study is motivated to
address this limitation. To explore how to create the peer group using the structural similarity between
firms and generate the reference information from the group, we present a procedural framework that
consists of three steps, as shown in Figure 2: (1) creating a peer group based on the similarity between
a certain target firm and other firms that have already been evaluated, (2) measuring the internal and
external similarities between the target firm and all of the firms included in the peer group, and (3)
generating reference information by deriving the density that combines the similarity values with the
previous evaluation results of the firms in the peer group.
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4.1. Creating Peer Groups

The reference information for a target firm is basically generated by using the previous evaluation
results of the firms that have already been evaluated. We first identify the firms that are similar to
the target firm, and then generate the reference information by summarizing the previous evaluation
results of these similar firms. However, it must be highly inefficient to measure the similarity of all of
the firms, because the number of firms that have been evaluated is extremely huge. Therefore, in this
step, we create a peer group that includes only a list of firms based on two filtering phases, as shown
in Figure 3. In the first phase, industrial classification code-based filtering is carried out. Firms that
have been classified in the same industry category tend to share many common and similar features
in general [30,74]. To put only those firms that have features similar to the target firm into the peer
group, we select the ones that belong to the same International Standard Industrial Classification
(ISIC) code as the target firm. To ensure that we have enough relevant firms to generate reference
information, we use the first two digits of the ISIC code. In the second phase, internal and external
similarity-based filtering is performed. From the perspective of the internal structure, since we utilize
the firm types that are divided into individuals and corporations, the number of employees, gross
sales, and total capital, we select only those firms that have a commonality with the target firm in these
factors. From the perspective of the external structure, since we utilize the business trade relations
including sales and purchases, we select only those firms that have similarities with the target firm
in these relations. This step makes it possible to define a peer group that is composed of a suitable
number of companies, and furthermore, a reference information generation work that is based on the
similarity measurement can be more effectively executed.
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4.2. Measuring Similiarity between Firms

The synthesis of the previous evaluation results of relevant firms belonging to the peer group
leads to the generation of reference information. This synthesis is accomplished using the weights
given by the degree of similarity between the relevant firms and the target firm. Therefore, this step
measures the similarity between firms. It is measured from two points of view—internal and external
structures—and then computed as the average of the normalized values for each of them. The internal
structure, which is described as firm size, can be quantified by using the financial data, including the
firm types, the number of employees, gross sales, and total capital. Therefore, we can assess the internal
structural similarity by calculating the vector similarity between the size data of the relevant firms
and that of the target firm. The external structure, which is illustrated by trade interactions, can be
quantified by using the business trade relations, including sales and purchases. Therefore, we can
assess the external structural similarity by representing the sale and purchase relations as sale and
purchase vectors, respectively, and calculating the similarity between the vectors of the relevant firms
and those of the target firm. To calculate the similarity between two vectors, we use the Bray–Curtis
dissimilarity index, which is defined as the ratio of the absolute difference in the individual elements
to the sum of the individual elements of the two vectors [77]. Since the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity is
confined to the range from 0 to 1 [78], it can be easily used as a weight when performing the synthesis
of the previous evaluation results. Consequently, for a certain target firm i and a relevant firm j,
the overall similarity between them can be calculated as:

OSij =
(
nor

(
ISij

)
+ nor

(
ESij

))
/2, (1)

ISij = 1−
(

∑k

∣∣∣scaled(xik)− scaled
(

xjk

)∣∣∣/∑k

(
scaled(xik) + scaled

(
xjk

)))
, (2)

ESij = 1− ((
∑k

∣∣∣sik − sjk

∣∣∣/∑k

(
sik + sjk

))
+

(
∑k

∣∣∣pik − pjk

∣∣∣/∑k

(
pik + pjk

)))/2, (3)

scaled(v) = (v−min(·))/(max(·)−min(·)), (4)

nor
(
Sij

)
= Sij/∑

j
Sij (5)

where ISij and ESij denote the similarity between firms i and j in terms of internal structure and
external structure, respectively. ISij is defined using the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity between vectors
representing the size of firms i and j, where x indicates the individual element of the vectors. ESij is
calculated as the average of the similarity between sale vectors and the similarity between purchase
vectors, where s and p mean the individual elements of sale vectors and purchase vectors, respectively.
The sale and purchase vectors represent the sale and purchase relationships, respectively. scaled(v)
denotes the unity-based normalization used to bring all of the values within a confined range (0, 1),
and nor

(
Sij

)
indicates the result of the normalization so that the sum of the values is equal to 1.

4.3. Generating Reference Information

This step finally generates the reference information by combining the similarity values of the
relevant firms in the peer group and their previous evaluation results. The easiest way to do this is
to calculate the weighted average of the similarity values. However, this method tends to produce
almost similar results, because the previous evaluation results of the relevant firms do not evenly
include all of the ratings. The total number of ratings used in the evaluation by the KOTEC’s KTRS is
10 (AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB, B, CCC, CC, C, and D), of which the three ratings account for 89% of the
previous evaluation results. The relevant firms would also have been given mostly these three ratings
in the previous evaluation, so if we calculate the weighted average of the similarities to generate the
reference information, we will naturally acquire similar results every time, which will cause a fade in
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the meaning of the reference information. To remedy this problem, we propose the concept of density,
which is defined as:

densityir = ∑j∈r OSij/num(r) (6)

where ∑j∈r OSij denotes the sum of the overall similarity between the target firm i and the relevant
firm j with the previous evaluation rating r. num(r) means the number of relevant firms that have
been rated r in the previous evaluation. densityir indicates the density for the rating r of the target
firm i. We finally generate the distribution and the descriptive statistics for the density as reference
information. The density shows the sum of the similarities between the target firm and the relevant
firms for each rating level. The evaluator will be able to see the distribution of the evaluation results
given to the relevant firms that are similar to the target firm in terms of internal and external structures
by being provided with the graphical and summarized statistical form of the reference information.

5. Illustration

5.1. Peer Group Creation

To illustrate the process of generating reference information, we conduct a case study by selecting
one target firm. The basic information of the target firm is shown in Table 2. In this step, we create
a peer group for the target firm by selecting the relevant firms with similarities to the target firm.
The peer group creation is done through two filtering phases: industrial classification code-based and
internal and external similarity-based. First, since the firm is classified under the ISIC code 58, we list
only those firms classified under the same code. We then add other firms that have similarities to the
target firm in terms of internal and external structures to the list. From the perspective of internal
structure, the target firm’s type is corporate, so corporate firms are selected. From the perspective of
external structure, firms that have trade relations with the target firm’s creditors or debtors are chosen.
Through these two filtering phases, we found 1520 relevant firms, some of which are summarized
in Table 3. We create a peer group for the target firm by grouping these relevant firms. Note that
the features selected in this study to model firms’ internal and external structures reflect only the
characteristics of the firms, and not those of the technologies that the firms possess. This is because
these features are designed solely for the purpose of measuring the similarity between firms. It means
that these features can contribute only to the creation of a peer group by grouping relevant firms with
similar characteristics to the target firm from the perspective of the firms’ structures. The synthesis of
the previous evaluation results of the relevant firms belonging to the peer group leads to the generation
of reference information. The generated reference information can be used when processing a new
technology evaluation for the target firm. Consequently, the reference information can play a pivotal
role in providing the evaluators with a clear guidance that can help in the evaluation work so as to
improve the consistency and reliability of the manual work.

Table 2. Basic information of a target firm. ISIC: International Standard Industrial Classification, KTRS:
Kibo Technology Rating System.

Firm ID ISIC Firm Type Number of
Employees

Gross Sales
(Million KRW)

Total Capital
(Million KRW) KTRS Rating

248928 58 Corporate 38 10,177 400 A
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Table 3. Basic information of relevant firms in terms of internal and external structures.

Internal Structure External Structure

Firm ID Firm
Type

Number of
Employees

Gross
Sales

Total
Capital Firm ID

Number
of Main

Creditors

Amount
of Main

Purchases

Numer
of Main
Debtors

Amount of
Main Sales

347396 Corp. 41 10,164 200 296342 3 1739 5 5433
260847 Corp. 34 11,724 300 327695 5 1757 9 2736
322389 Corp. 38 13,970 300 313323 3 1039 9 1622
282356 Corp. 35 7243 400 351034 - - 3 1119
150124 Corp. 43 7727 365 264308 5 1131 9 3666
253472 Corp. 38 5453 400 315926 - - 7 1479
178440 Corp. 33 7703 360 331026 4 779 5 2680
226327 Corp. 45 8925 635 316679 5 32 8 542
281998 Corp. 43 8100 625 252405 5 1050 5 4017
307142 Corp. 27 10,367 500 302334 - - 8 541

5.2. Firm Similarity Measurement

This step measures the internal and external similarities between the target firm and the relevant
firms in the peer group created in the previous step. IS, which denotes the internal similarity, is obtained
by constructing vectors that are related to the elements of the size data, including the number of
employees, gross sales, and total capital, and by calculating the Bray–Curtis dissimilarities between
the vectors. However, these firm size-related data have very different variances, so we normalize
each element before calculating the dissimilarities. ES, which represents the external similarity,
is obtained by constructing vectors using the business trade relations including sales and purchases,
and by measuring the vector similarities in the same way as calculating the IS. Since the business
trade relations are divided into two types—sales and purchases—we calculate the vector similarities
independently from each relation, and then calculate their average. ES_sale, the external similarity
in the sales relation, is measured based on the vectors with elements of the amount of main sales
for each debtor, and ES_purc, the external similarity in the purchases relation, is calculated based on
the vectors with elements of the amount of main purchases for each creditor. Finally, OS, the overall
similarity, is obtained by calculating the average of these internal and external similarities. However,
the number of firms with internal similarity is generally much larger than the number of firms with
external similarity, so simply calculating their average can lead to mainly reflect the aspect of internal
similarity. To remedy this problem, we normalize each of these, and calculate the average value to
finally produce the OS values. Table 4 shows the obtained similarities between the target firm and
the relevant firms using this approach. In addition, the previous evaluation results of the relevant
firms are also described in the table. Note that the ES_sale values are all zero, which means that the
relevant firms with high overall similarity do not have any commonality with the target firm in the
sales relation.

Table 4. Similarity between target firm and relevant firms. OS: overall similarity.

Firm ID
Internal Structure (IS) External Structure (ES)

OS KTRS Rating
IS IS_nor ES_sale ES_purc ES ES_nor

296342 0.7549 0.7934 0.0000 0.3922 0.1961 1.0000 0.8967 A
351034 0.3629 0.3808 0.0000 0.2692 0.1346 0.6808 0.5308 BBB
347396 0.9512 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5000 AA
260847 0.9298 0.9775 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4888 A
322389 0.9264 0.9740 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4870 AA
282356 0.9223 0.9697 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4848 BBB
264308 0.6488 0.6818 0.0000 0.1160 0.0580 0.2837 0.4827 A
150124 0.9160 0.9629 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4815 A
253472 0.9129 0.9598 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4799 A
178440 0.9079 0.9544 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4772 BBB
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We define and use similarity measure indicators from the viewpoint of internal and external
structures to create a peer group. Moreover, in terms of external structure, we define external similarity
by combining sale and purchase relations, which are the main factors in trade relations. Therefore, it is
necessary to confirm that these indicators do not have interrelations. If interrelations exist between
them, it becomes impossible to merely combine them under the assumption that they are independent.
So, we want to see if there are problems with possible correlations. In addition to this, we will also
examine the correlations between them and the other indicators used in the current approaches. Table 5
shows the Pearson’s correlation coefficients. There is no significant correlation between the indicators
used in the proposed approach. Note that there is a positive correlation between the internal similarity
indicator and the current indicator based on the industry categorization. It can be presumed that the
firm sizes of firms classified in the same industry categories are generally similar.

Table 5. Correlation coefficients between indicators used in the proposed approach and current approaches.

1 2 3 4 5

1. IS 1 −0.029 0.019 0.604 * 0.005
2. ES_sale 1 −0.003 −0.011 −0.006
3. ES_purc 1 0.024 −0.012
4. ISIC 1 0.109 *
5. Tech. code 1

* Statistically significant at the 0.01 level.

5.3. Reference Information Generation

In this step, the similarity of the relevant firms obtained in the previous step and the number
of firms by each KTRS rating are combined to generate density as reference information, which will
be referred to for our evaluation of the target firm. The reference information generated by this
study consists of two types, including the distribution and the descriptive statistics for the density.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the density, with the density ratings of A and AA being the highest.
The target firm’s previous evaluation result (KTRS rating) was A, and in light of this, the generated
density information can be seen as quite reasonable. Table 6 shows the summary of descriptive
statistics for the reference information after assigning the highest rating, AAA, to 10, and the lowest
rating, D, to 1. The minimum, maximum, median, and average values are 4, 9, 8, and 7.374, respectively.
A box plot using the density data is depicted in Figure 5. These types of reference information allow
the evaluators to identify what evaluation ratings the relevant firms in the peer group have previously
received. The reference information can provide the evaluators with a clear guidance that can help
in the evaluation work, so as to improve the consistency and reliability of the manual work, since it
would be able to reduce the difference in the evaluation results due to the individual differences of
the evaluators.

Figure 6 shows the results of generating the density distribution for the target firm using the
peer group creation approaches that are currently used in KOTEC. The current approaches consider
the firms classified in the same industry or technology categories as the target firm as relevant firms,
and create a peer group by grouping the relevant firms. Therefore, we set the similarity values of the
relevant firms and the remaining firms to 1 and 0, respectively, and then generate a density distribution
by averaging the two density values by ISIC and technology classification codes. Unlike the results
of the proposed approach, the density value is the highest, at the rating AA. As mentioned above,
the target firm’s previous evaluation result was A, and in light of this, it can be concluded that the
proposed approach is far more reasonable than the current approaches.
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Table 6. Summary of descriptive statistics of reference information.

Number of Relevant Firms Min. Max. Q1 Q2 Q3 Avg. Stdev.

1520 4 9 6 8 9 7.3741 1.4393

The technology evaluation is mainly based on the evaluator’s manual work, which tends to cause
the difference in the evaluation results due to the individual differences of the evaluators. Therefore,
it is very important to provide the evaluators with guidance that can help in the evaluation work, so as
to improve the consistency and reliability of the manual work. The reference information generated by
the method presented in this study can serve as a clear guidance. It can allow the evaluators to easily
identify the trends in the previous evaluation results of the relevant firms.

6. Discussion

External information, such as technology and market trends, as well as internal information
about technology itself, is generally used together in the technology evaluation. KOTEC has also been
actively utilizing the previous evaluation results of the relevant firms as reference information when
conducting a new evaluation [61]. To generate such reference information, KOTEC has simply created
a peer group by grouping firms that belong to the same industry or technology sector. However,
it has limitations in that it does not explore the detailed features of the individual firms. This study
proposed a novel approach to define peer groups using the structural similarity between firms and
generating the reference information. To examine the feasibility of the proposed approach, we now
investigate how the reference information for a target firm generated by our approach explains the
actual evaluation results of the firm. The total number of technology evaluation cases used in this
feasibility verification process is 738. We compare the reference information generated by the proposed
approach and current approaches with the actual evaluation results. The performance comparison
results are shown in Table 7. In terms of accuracy and macro-averaged and micro-averaged f1 scores,
the proposed approach appears to have a slightly better performance than the current approaches.
Note that the purpose of our approach and the previous approaches currently used in KOTEC is never
to predict the evaluation results. The reference information generated by the approaches use only the
previous evaluation results of relevant firms. It should not be used as an evaluation result, because
the technology evaluation requires a consideration of various factors. We only want to compare our
approach with the current approaches using several performance measurement metrics. In this sense,
we can conclude that the approach proposed in this study has better performance than the reference
information generation model currently used in the KOTEC.

Table 7. Comparison of performance of proposed approach and current approaches.

Approach Accuracy
Macro Average Micro Average

Precision Recall F1 Score F1 Score

Proposed approach 0.7236 0.8234 0.4306 0.5655 0.7236
Current approach (ISIC) 0.6301 0.7829 0.3417 0.4758 0.6301

Current approach (Tech. code) 0.6599 0.8322 0.4178 0.5563 0.6599

This study proposes an approach to generate reference information in a quantitative way so that
the qualitative evaluation based on manual work can be done more efficiently and consistently.
Therefore, in order for this study to have a contribution from a practical perspective, a system
implementation of the proposed approach should be made. Of course, the system implementation
is beyond the scope of this study, but we would like to discuss the conceptual design of this system
implementation. Basically, it should be preceded by a built database that includes the firm size and
trade relation data along with the basic information about the firms that have already been evaluated.
All of the corresponding data of a target firm that is the subject of a new evaluation is used as input
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data. This input data is combined with the data of the database and processed through the following
three steps. First, the system creates a peer group that includes only a list of firms based on two
filtering phases: industrial classification code-based and internal and external similarity-based. Second,
it measures the similarity between the target firm and the relevant firms. Since this measurement is
based on calculating the vector similarity, the data is transformed into a vector form. Finally, it generates
reference information using the concept of density. The final outputs include the density distribution,
the descriptive statistics for the density, and the box plot using the density data. The final outputs as
reference information in the graphical and summarized statistical form can allow the evaluators to
view various information that is related to the previous evaluation results of the relevant firms.

7. Conclusions

For a successful execution of the technology financing system, it is absolutely essential to
have a clear system for the technology evaluation. Its evaluation target is not only the technology
itself, but also the firm that is the subject of the commercialization of the technology, since the
technology-based organizational capabilities also have a great influence on determining the value of the
technology. The technology evaluation work is generally carried out by a combination of quantitative
evaluation based on the quantified data, and qualitative evaluation performed by the relevant experts.
However, the qualitative evaluation based on manual work tends to cause the evaluation results to vary
depending on the tendencies of the individual evaluators. To improve the consistency and reliability
of the manual work, technology evaluation institutes, including the KOTEC, have usually generated
reference information and provided guidance to the evaluators using the information. However,
the approaches that are currently used have limitations in that they cannot explore the detailed features
of the individual firms when creating peer groups. This causes the previous evaluation results of
relevant firms in the peer group to not be well used as reference information in the new evaluation.
To remedy this problem, this study proposed a systematic approach to generate reference information
to facilitate efficient technology evaluation. We first created a peer group by collecting the relevant
firms that have similarities with a certain target firm, which is the subject of a new evaluation, and then
measured the internal and external similarities between the target firm and all of the the firms included
in the peer group. From this, we can generate the reference information by combining the similarity
values of the relevant firms in the peer group and their previous evaluation results. A commonly
used method for this purpose is to calculate the weighted average of the similarities. However,
this method generally tends to produce almost similar results every time, since most of the previous
evaluation results are limited to a narrow range of evaluation ratings. Therefore, this study defines
the average value of similarities according to each evaluation rating as density, and finally generates
the distribution and the descriptive statistics for the density as reference information. We expect that
this study can contribute to improving the efficiency of qualitative technology evaluation work by
providing practical reference information. Furthermore, the reliability of the technology evaluation will
also be improved by reducing the difference in the qualitative evaluation results due to the individual
differences of the evaluator.

Firms have generally been concentrating their efforts to acquire and utilize various technologies
to secure a sustainable competitive advantage and win the global competition. In terms of technology
acquisition, they are actively exploiting open innovation to identify and acquire external technologies.
To carry out these identification and acquisition activities properly, an efficient technology evaluation
system is indispensable. In terms of technology utilization, firms are seeking the support of
technology finance to secure the necessary funds for technology commercialization in a timely manner.
The demand for the vitalization of a technology financial support system also requires an efficient
technology evaluation system. We found that the proposed method of generating reference information
is useful and practical in supporting technology evaluation activities compared to the current methods.
It is expected that the proposed method will be able to improve the efficiency of these activities,
which are mainly conducted manually by relevant experts. Therefore, we believe that this study can
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contribute to enabling firms to secure sustainable competitive advantages and pursue sustainable
growth, as it has provided the basis for supporting the process of acquiring and utilizing technology.
Furthermore, beyond the perspective of individual firms, in order to strengthen the competitiveness
of local societies, it is necessary to create a system that enables firms in the societies to actively
exploit open innovation. To do this, various strategic policies are needed to support technology
transfer among firms, universities, and research institutes. These policies should include a variety of
activities that support the whole procedure of technology assessment. Examples of these activities
include the establishment of a mechanism for the technology market, the development of practical
technology marketing initiatives such as technology auctions, and the provision of de facto standards
for technology evaluation procedures. Although the scope of this study is limited to a specific approach,
which is very narrow, the combination of diverse studies on technology evaluation will ultimately
contribute directly or indirectly to innovation performance through open innovation in local systems
as well as individual firms.

Despite this contribution, further research issues still remain to be examined. First, we only
considered the firms’ structural similarities when creating a peer group. However, since the ultimate
evaluation target is technology, it is necessary to additionally consider the similarity in terms
of technological properties. It can be implemented by collecting technology descriptions from
patent documents and applying Document-to-Vector (Doc2Vec) to the collection of descriptions,
which can lead us to determine the degree of similarity between technological descriptions. Second,
when measuring the structural similarities between firms, we used only very limited data, such as
size and trade relation data. We need to design more precise measures to assess the firms’ structural
similarities. We will be able to make progress in this problem by fully utilizing the financial database
of domestic firms. Third, we used the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity index to calculate the vector similarity,
since it can be easily used as a weight value in that it is confined to the range from 0 to 1. There are
numerous indices that are available for measuring the similarity, including the Minkowski distance
and Canberra distance, so more efforts should be made to measure the similarity precisely by utilizing
them in a complex and convergent way. Finally, we used indicators based on quantitative data,
including enterprise size data and trade relation data, to create a peer group in a quantitative way.
However, to examine the detailed features of individual firms further, the processes that reflect the
intangible aspects, including corporate culture and corporate foresight maturity, will have to be
further investigated.
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